Discover Connections Between Multiple Mobile Devices

Cellebrite's UFED Link Analysis allows field investigators to rapidly visualize key relationships
between suspects and identify the connections and communication methods used between
multiple mobile devices, based on reports from physical, logical and file system extractions.
Law enforcement, military, private, and corporate investigators can use UFED Link Analysis to turn
vast amounts of raw data into actionable intelligence in the early hours of an investigation. Visual
analytics can shorten investigation times, making operational planning faster and more efficient.

The Bigger Picture

Key Features

UFED Link Analysis allows first responders and other

Mutual and All links graphs: View the suspects and the

investigators to discover the critical connections they need to

entities

shorten the time spent on investigations. For easy use in either

Entities analytics: Statistical data shows the frequency of

the field or lab, investigators gain an immediate visual picture of
the communication methods to understand the relationship
between entities. With the ability to filter data down to its core,
UFED Link Analysis transforms data into actionable information.

communication and preferred communication methods
Timeline: Displaying a list of events in chronological order
Location analytics: Analyze multiple suspects locations on a
single map
Advanced filters: Filter data based on date and time,
communication methods, location types and distance
Project and table search: Text search on all data available in
the project or table

At a Glance

Report generation: Customize reports containing detailed
information and graphs

Reveal communication links between multiple mobile devices
based on a rich data set: mutual contacts, calls, SMS, MMS,
emais, chats, application transactions, Bluetooth devices,
locations and more

Graph snapshot: Save an image of the current view
Project management: Save the project information
Device owner data management: Add data and pictures
collected during the investigation
Data sources: Data sources are UFDR files generated by

Understand how entities are connected by visualizing data

UFED Physical Analyzer or UFED Logical Analyzer. It can

from multiple devices

contain data from logical, file system and physical

Filter data according to time and date, number of times

extractions.

contacts connected, and categories
Visualize the communication directions between entities,
pinpointing bidirectional and unidirectional communication
Discover if entities were at the same place at the same time
Drill down to specific events
Share your findings with other investigators

About Cellebrite
Founded in 1999, Cellebrite is a global company known for its technological breakthroughs in the cellular industry. A world leader and authority in mobile
data technology, Cellebrite established its mobile forensics division in 2007, with the Universal Forensic Extraction Device (UFED). Cellebrite’s range of
mobile forensic products, UFED Series, enable the bit-for-bit extraction and in-depth analysis of data from thousands of mobile devices, including
feature phones, smartphones, portable GPS devices, tablets and phones manufactured with Chinese chipsets.
Cellebrite’s UFED Series is the prime choice of forensic specialists in law enforcement, military, intelligence, corporate security and eDiscovery agencies
in more than 60 countries.
Cellebrite is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Sun Corporation, a listed Japanese company (6736/JQ)
www.ufedseries.com
sales@cellebrite.com
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